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“The%longer%I%look%at%‘the%patriarch’,%the%clearer%it%becomes%to%me%that%Rem9
brandt%has%done%something%quite%different%from%letting%God%pose%as%the%wise%

old%head%of%a%family.%It%all%began%with%the%hands.%
The%two%are%quite%different.%

The%father’s%left%hand%touching%the%
son’s%shoulder%is%strong%and%muscular.%
The%Bingers%are%spread%out%and%cover%a%
large%part%of%the%prodigal%son’s%shoul9
der%and%back.%I%can%see%a%certain%pres9
sure,%especially%in%the%thumb.%That%
hand%seems%not%only%to%touch,%but,%
with%its%strength,%also%to%hold.%Even%

though%there%is%a%gentleness%in%the%way%
the%father’s%left%hand%touches%his%son,%

it%is%not%without%a%Birm%grip.

“How%different%is%the%father’s%right%
hand!%This%hand%does%not%hold%or%

grasp.%It%is%reBined,%soft,%and%very%ten9
der.%The%Bingers%are%close%to%each%other%
and%they%have%an%elegant%quality.%It%
lies%gently%upon%the%son’s%shoulder.%It%
wants%to%caress,%to%stroke,%and%to%offer%

consolation%and%comfort.”

Henri&Nouwen,&The$Return$of$the$Prodigal$Son$
(after%days%of%sitting%at%the%feet%of%Rembrandt’s%famous%painting)
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C H A P T E R  1

The Silencing of a Gender

There%are% few% issues%within% the% church%more%divisive% than%determin3
ing%what%role%gender%plays%in%leadership,%in%ministry,%and%in%the%assem3
bled%church%gathering.%%%%The%problem%is%not%that%that%the%Bible%is%silent%
on% the% gender% issue% but% that% Scripture% is% being% used% by% well% inten3
tioned%people%to%silence%a%gender.%%The%question%of%gender%roles%in%the%
church%cannot%be%answered%by%plucking%a%few%Scriptures%out%of%the%Bi3
ble,% placing% them% in% an%outlined% list,% and% then%using% them% to%build% a%
case.% % % %But%this%is%the%approach%many%have%taken%on%both%sides%of%this%
issue.

On% many% theological% issues% poor% exegesis% and% bad% theology% can% be%
overcome%by%a%healthy%Christology.%%When%it%comes%to%the%debate%over%
gender%in%the%church%however,%the%results%of%of%poor%exegesis%result%in%
much%further%reaching%implications.%Why?%%Because%they%%distort,%limit,%
and%oppress%an%expression%of%God.% %It%is%here%that%I%will%begin.% %Rather%
than% trying% to%build%a% case% for%or%against% the%various%views% (egalitar3
ian,%complementarian,%subordination,%etc.),%I%will%seek%to%dive%into%the%
key%texts%of%Scripture%and%draw%conclusions%from%that%study.

To% begin% to% appreciate% the% fullness% of% God,% Scripture% must% be% ap3
proached%as%a%whole%before%it%is%dissected%into%parts.% %Both%are%impor3
tant%but%the%way%and%the%order%in%which%Scripture%is%approached%can%
drastically%shape%conclusions% that%are%drawn.% % %Arguments% that% limit%
the%roles%of%women% in% the%church%have% typically%been%built%around%4%
passages%written%by%the%Apostle%Paul%that%will%be%examined%here:%
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• 1%Timothy%2:9315
• 1%Timothy%3:8313
• 1%Corinthians%11:2316
• 1%Corinthians%14:34335

These%arguments%often%struggle%to%account%for%the%cultural,%situational,%
and%historical%context%of%Paul’s%writings.% %Even%more%problematically,%
these%arguments%read%the%other%writings%of%Paul,%the%Gospels,%and%the%
Old%Testament%strictly%through%the%lens%of%these%four%passages.%%%%When%
approached%in%this%way,%these%four%passages%become%THE%lens%through%
which% to% see% other% Scripture.% % They% are% then%used% as% “trump% cards”%
that%take%precedent%over:

1) the%words%and%actions%of%Jesus

2) %the%inclusion%of%women%in%the%entire%narrative%of%God

3) the%nature%of%God

4) the%other%writings%of%Paul

In%developing%a%theology%of%gender%in%ministry,%I%will%look%at%how%this%
works% in% each% of% the% four% major% passages% that% pertain% to% women’s%
roles%in%the%ministry%of%the%church.
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C H A P T E R  2

1 Timothy 2:8-15 & 3:8-13 in the 
Context of Galatians 3:28 

1%Timothy%2:8315%has%become%one%of%the%most%frequently%quoted%writ3
ings% of% Paul% in% debating% the% issue% of% how% women% should% function%
within%the%church.% %The%reason%for%this%is%because%it%seemingly%settles%
the%cultural,%situational,%and%contextual%issue%by%taking%the%argument%
for% the% silence% of%women% all% the%way% back% to% Creation.% % % Upon% ]irst%
glance,%Paul%seems% to%give%precedence%to%males%by%referring%to%the%or3
der%of%Creation%(2:13)%and%the%order%of%deception%(2:14).%%%%Culver%sum3
marizes%the%view%of%many%traditional%scholars%who%point%out%that%Eve%
is% thoroughly% deceived% while% Adam% is% “persuaded% by% a% tie% of%
affection.”1%%%

While% these% scholars% acknowledge% that% Adam%was% guilty% of% sin% they%
use%Paul%to%give%more%weight%to%Eve’s%sin%because%she%apparently%is%de3
ceived%more%thoroughly.% % %The%following%argument% is%not%to%question%
Paul% but% to%question%whether% or%not% this% could%possibly%be%Paul’s% in3
tended%use%of%his%reference%to%Adam%and%Eve.% %If%the%conclusion%is%NO,%
then%we%must%at% least% consider% further% the%possibility% that% it% is% situa3
tional%and%related%to%a%speci]ic%problem%in%a%speci]ic%place%even%if%we%
may%not%know%the%exact%nature%of%the%problem%itself.

The%fundamental%question%then%must%be%explored.%%%Is%Paul%truly%laying%
out%an%argument%for%silencing%women%of%all%churches%based%upon%the%
fact%that%Eve%sinned%]irst?%%This%seems%unlikely%considering%that%Adam%
is%present%when%Eve%is%deceived%(Gen.%1:6).% %Wouldn’t%his%passivity%be%
just%as%sinful?% %Because%he% is% there%and%he%partakes%of% the% forbidden%
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fruit,% he% is% not% only% sinfully% passive% in% leading%Eve% out% of% this% decep3
tion,%he%is%an%equal%participant%in%the%deception.% %The%same%Paul%even%
names% “man”% as% the% means% through% which% sin% entered% the% world.%
%%“Therefore,%sin%entered%the%world%through%one%man,%and%death%through%
sin,%and%in%this%way%death%came%to%all%people,%because%all%sinned.”%(Rom.%
5:12)% %There%no%confusion%about% identity%of% this% “man”%because%Paul%
calls% him% by% name% (Rom.% 5:14)% and% declares% him% as% the% direct%
avenue%through%which%sin%entered%the%world.%%%%

“For%if,%by%the%trespass%of%the%one%man,%death%reigned%through%that%one%
man,%how%much%more%will% those%who%receive%God’s%abundant%provision%
of% grace% and% of% the% gift% of% righteousness% reign% in% life% through% the% one%
man,%Jesus%Christ!”%(Rom.%5:17)%%%

As%Marshall%points%out,%Paul’s% intent% then%seems%most% likely% to%serve%
as%a%reminder%for%women%that,%“Eve%was%not%immune%to%temptation;%in%
fact% she% sinned%before%her%husband!”2% %Reading% it% this%way%helps%us%
see% Paul% using% this% story% as% more% of% an% example% than% a% precedent.%%%
There%must%be%some%kind%of%circumstance%Paul%is%addressing.% %To%see%
this%more%clearly%we%must%explore%more%deeply.

Paul%begins%his%letter%to%Timothy%by%warning%against%the%use%of% %“end9
less%genealogies”%(1%Timothy%1:4).% %This%may%be%a%clue%into%the%context%
that%he%actually%is%referring%to%in%2%Timothy%2.%%If%Christian%women%are%
using% their%newfound% freedom% in%Christ% (Gal.%3:28,%Gal.%5:1)% to%exces3
sively%exercise% their%authority,% then,%as%Marshall%points%out,% it%makes%
perfect%sense%for%Paul%to%remind% the%women%how%the%genealogy%back%
to%Creation%points% to%how%even% the% ]irst%woman%was%not% immune% to%
temptation.%3

Paul’s% letter% to% the%Galatian% church% is% his% ]irst% letter% to% a% church.% % It%
makes%sense%then%that%his%message%of%freedom%in%Christ%probably%ech3
oed%into%the%hearts%and%lives%of%all%who%had%been%oppressed%including%
women.% %First%century%women%who%had%never%been%given%equal%oppor3
tunity%or%status%are%now%beginning%to%hear%that%through%Christ%there%is%
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no% longer% a% barrier% for% those% who% are% born% as% Gentiles,% slaves,% or%
women%(Gal.%3:28)!%%%And%I%believe%the%inclusion%of%the%Jew/Gentile%rela3
tionship%on% this% short% list% is% an% enormous% clue% that% I%will% seek% to% ex3
plore%further.

Paul%starts%this%list%with%the%inclusion%of%the%Gentiles%who%were%“once%
far%away”%according%to%his%own%letter%to%the%Ephesian%Church%(Ephesi3
ans%2:13).%%%So%when%Paul%goes%on%in%Galatians%3:28%to%also%say%there%is%
“neither%male%nor%female”%he%is%applying%the%same%logic.% %Women%who%
were%treated%as%“far%away”%are%to%be%included%through%Christ!% %It%was%
never%God’s%plan%for%women%to%have%been%excluded%any%more%than%it%
was%for%Gentiles%to%be%excluded.% %The%very%purpose%of%Israel%was%to%be%
a% “light% to% the% Gentiles”% (Isa.% 42:637)% not% an% exclusive% group.% In% the%
same%way,%God%never%intended%for%men%to%be%in%some%kind%of%exclusive%
relationship%with%him.%%But%culture%seemed%to%insist%over%the%centuries%
that%men%were%superior%and%therefore%enjoyed%the%preference%of%God.%%
With%that%in%mind,% %it%is%hard%to%even%imagine%just%how%liberating%the%
letter% to% the% Galatians% must% have% sounded% to% women!% % These% were%
words% of% freedom% that% lifted% oppression,% set% captives% free,% and% re3
stored%that%which%God%had%designed%from%the%beginning!

This%also%helps%us%to%see%a%very% likely%progression.% %By%the%time%Paul%
writes% to% Timothy,% it% is% quite% likely% that% women% in% some% of% the%
churches%are%exercising%their%newfound%freedom%but%in%a%way%that%has%
progressed%into%something%excessive.&%THIS%is%what%Paul%appears%to%be%
addressing% directly% with% the% church% at% Ephesus% when% he% writes% to%
Timothy.% %While%we%cannot%be%sure%of%exactly%what%abuses%are%taking%
place%it%seems%that%a%clue%into%this%could%be%how%Paul%responds%to%the%
Gentiles%in%Rome.% % %The%Gentile%Christians%also%have%a%newfound%free3
dom%and%inclusion%through%Christ.% %Paul%says%they%have%been%“grafted%
in”%to%Israel%who%served%as%God’s%“olive%tree”%(Rom.%11:17324).%%Paul%ex3
plains% that% Israel’s% failures% result% in% “broken% branches”% and% that% the%
Gentiles% are% then% grafted% into% the% “nourishing% sap% of% the% olive% tree”%
(Rom.%11:17).%%%Evidently,%however,%some%of%the%Gentiles%have%begun%to%
misuse%their%freedom%at%the%expense%of%the%Jews%by%saying,%“Branches%
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were%broken%off%so%that%I%could%be%grafted%in’”(Rom.%11:19).% % % % It% is%be3
cause%of% this% that%Paul% issues%a% stern%warning% to% the%Gentiles.% %He%af3
]irms%their%freedom%but%then%boldly%warns%the%Gentiles,%“Do%not%be%ar9
rogant,%but%be%afraid.% %For%if%God%did%not%spare%the%natural%branches,%he%
will%not%spare%you%either.”%(Rom.%11:21)%%Would%anyone%argue%that%what%
Paul%is%doing%here%is%silencing%Gentiles%for%all%time?%%Of%course%not!% %In3
stead,%this%would%be%seen%as%a%corrective%that%is%addressing%a%speci]ic%
problem%–%arrogance%of% the%Gentiles% that% is% rooted% in%newfound% free3
dom.% % Paul% is% offering% a% helpful% reminder% to% the% Gentiles% that% is% de3
signed%to%serve%as%a%corrective%rather%than%a%mandate.

This%is%the%same%thing%Paul%is%doing%with%the%women%being%addressed%
in%1%Timothy%2!& & & %If%Galatians%3:28%is%partially%about%the%inclusion%of%
the% Gentiles% then% Romans% 11% serves% as% the% af]irmation% of% that% inclu3
sion%and%then%the%warning%against%its%abuse.% % %Similarly,%the%part%of%Ga3
latians%3:28%that%abolishes%the%exclusiveness%of%males%is%reinforced%in%
1%Timothy%as%an%afBirmation%coupled%with%a%warning.% %The%af]irmation%
comes% in% the% context% of% prayer% in%which% Paul% asks% everyone% to% pray%
(2:1)% and% then% af]irms% inclusivity% by% appealing% to% the% fact% that% Jesus%
“gave%himself%as%a%ransom%for%all%people”%(2:6).% %It%is%then%that%the%free9
dom%is%coupled%with%a%warning%to%both%the%men%and%women.% %Men%are%
warned%not%be%angry%or%to%argue%(2:8).%%Women%are%warned%about%how%
they%are%using%their%newfound%freedom.%%

Therefore%if%women%are%indeed%misusing%their%freedom%in%Christ%and%
becoming%arrogant% like%the%Gentiles,%Paul% is% issuing%the%same%type%of%
humbling%warning%he%issued%to%the%Gentiles.% %This%warning%expresses%
itself%as%a%reminder%to%women%that%they%are%not%immune%to%temptation%
and%in% fact%were% just%as%guilty%as%men%in%original%sin.% % In% light%of% this%
context,% it% seems%highly%unlikely% that%Paul% is% issuing%an%all% time%man3
date%that%women%no%longer%teach%men.%%Instead,%he%appears%to%be%warn3
ing%them%that,%if%their%newfound%freedom%is%leading%them%to%arrogance%
and%autonomy%from%the%men,% then%they%need%to%stop%exercising%their%
authority%because% it% is% causing% them% to% sin.% %To%draw% the%conclusion%
from%this%that%women%of%all%times%and%places%could%no%longer%lead%men%
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and%women%public%in%the%gathered%assembly%would%then%be%equivalent%
to% saying% that% Gentiles% could% no% longer% lead% because% of% their% arro3
gance.

Another%clue%here%is%the%Greek%word%“authority”%which%Paul%forbids%for%
women% to% exercise%over% the%men% (1%Tim.%2:12).% % It% is% from% this% very%
Scripture%that%many%have%argued%for%the%permanent%silence%of%women%
because% as% Paul% argues% against% authority,% he% then%mandates% silence.%%%%
The%Greek%word%Paul%uses%here%for%authority%is%authenteo,%and%it%is%the%
only% time% it% is% used% in% the% New% Testament.%4%While% “authority”% can%
clearly%be%used%as%a%noun%to%distinguish%a%designated%power%structure,%
it% is% used% here% as% a% verb% and% can% be% de]ined% as% “one% who% acts% on%
their%own%authority”%or%as%an%“absolute%master.”%5% %If%Paul%had%wanted%
to%say%women%could%never%serve%as%an%authority%it%seems%more%likely%
he%would%have%used%the%noun%exousia%to%have%said%she%can%not%be%in%a%
position% of% authority.% % So% Paul% is% not% saying% a% woman% cannot%be% an%
authority%but%she%cannot%exercise%her%authority%as%though%she%needs%no%
on%else.% % % %Women%are%not% to%act% in% their% “own%authority”%but& in&har6
mony&with&others&including&men.

This%leads%us%to%a%discussion%on%the%very%image%of%God.% %God%designed%
male%and% female% in%his%own% image.% %The%TNIV%renders% the%more%gen3
der%inclusive%translation:%“in%the%image%of%God%he%created%them;%male%
and%female%he%created%them”%(Gen.%1:27).% % %Male%and%female%then%are%
unique%expressions%of%the%same%God.% %God%expresses%a%part%of%himself%
through%a%male%nature%and%a%part%of%himself%through%a%female%nature.%%
The%harmony%of%the%two%gives%us%the%fullness%of%his%three3part%yet%uni3
]ied%relational%nature.%Both%the%male%and%female%are%created%in%the%im3
age%of%God%which%means%they%are%created%in%the%image%of%a%God%who,%
by%very%nature,%is%relational.

Male%and%female%are%designed%to%harmonize%together%in%the%same%way%
the% Father,% Son,% and% Spirit% harmonize.% When% this% does% not% happen%
then%the%fullness%of%his%image%is%not%fully%displayed.% %As%Jewett%points%
out,% the% fall% of%mankind% displays% the% “tyranny”% of%man% over%woman%
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and% represents% a% “perversion% of% humanity.”% 6% % In% the% same% way,% it%
would%be%safe%to%say%that%a%similar%perversion%would%take%place%if,% in%
the% new% world% of% Christianity,% women% are% domineering% over% men.%%
Paul%wants%neither%the%original%“tyranny”%nor%the%current%one.%There3
fore%it%is%brilliant%for%him%to%refer%back%to%the%Garden%as%a%way%of%point3
ing%to%his%current%setting.%%%The%fall%of%mankind%was%the%inverse%of%what%
was%happening%in%the%new%order%of%Christianity.% %The%fall%resulted%in%a%
perversion%of%gender%harmony%and%Paul%uses%it%to%say%that%the%current%
“tyranny”% of% gender% autonomy% is% as% bad% as% the% ]irst.% % Paul% wants%
women%and%men%to%express%their%unique%image%of%God.%%

The% problem% in% 1% Timothy% 2% is% that% this% has% somehow% become% dis3
torted%and%Paul%is%issuing%a%bold%warning%to%the%women%in%that%particu3
lar%situation%to%stop%participating%in%distorting%it.% &In%order%to%restore%
that% harmony% Paul%wants%women% to%more% fully% harmonize%with% the%
men.%In%order%to%do%that%they%apparently%need%to%change%the%way%they%
have%been%dressing,%wearing%their%hair,%and%exercising%their%authority.

In%addition,%as%Paul%instructs%about%how%the%leadership%of%the%church%
should%be%structured%in%chapter%4%it%is%assumed%that%women%will%lead%
because% they%are% referred% to%as%deacons% (v.%11).% %They%are% to% lead% re3
spectfully%not% as% “malicious% talkers”%or% as% temperamental%or%untrust3
worthy%(v.%11).% %Each%of%these%may%be%further%clues%about%the%tempta3
tions% that%women% faced% in% their% struggles% to% lead%autonomously% and%
out%of%harmony%with%the%men.

How%does% the%above%begin% to%shape%a% theology%of%women’s%participa3
tion%in%the%gathered%church%today?%%To%begin,%we%must%stop%taking%Bibli3
cal% texts,% like% the%ones%mentioned%above,%out%of% their% context% and% su3
perimposing%them%onto%our%21st%century%American%culture.% %This%has,%
for% too% long,% resulted% in% Christian% women% being% oppressed.% % Still%
worse,% it% has% not% allowed% for% the% fullness% of% the% expression% of%God’s%
glory%in%the%church.% %Silencing%women%in%the%church%is%a%participation%
in% the% original% curse% of% a% fallen%world.% % Christ% came% to% redeem% that%
curse%(Gal.%3:13)%and%the%church%must%play%a%role% today% in%participat3
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ing% in% that% redemption% for%all% races%and%all%genders% just%as%Galatians%
3:28%declares.

If% true% freedom% in%Christ% is% to%be% accomplished,%women%must%be% set%
free%to%lead%as%they%are%gifted.% %Women&should&be&allowed&to&harmo6
nize&with&men& in& all& aspects& of& the& church.& % If% we% believe% Paul’s%
words%in%Galatians%3:28%are%truly%inspired%we%must%use%gender%distinc3
tion%not%for%limiting%women%but%for%allowing%both%male%and%female%to%
express%their%God3given%image%in%their%own%unique%way.%%Gender%is%dis3
tinctive%but%only%in%that%it%is%a%unique%expression%of%God.%

Women% should%be% encouraged% to%use% their% gifts% in% their% feminine% ex3
pression%and%men%should%be%encouraged%to%use%their%gifts%in%their%mas3
culine% expression.%Men% and%women%who% have% the% same% gifts% can% ex3
press%them%in%unique%ways%because%of%their%gender%and%when%they%har3
monize%those%gifts%together,%the%splendor%of%God%is%seen%the%way%it%was%
originally%intended.
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C H A P T E R  3

1 Corinthians 11 & 14:
Corinth

The% situation% in% Corinth% is% a% different% context% and% is% ]illed% with%
complexities.%%Rather%than%examining%every%exegetical%issue%here,%I%will%
look%at%the%key%issues%and%their%implications.% %Christians%living%in%Cor3
inth%are%living%in%the%midst%of%a%setting%in%which%one%of%Paul’s%greatest%
concerns%is%“becoming%all%things%to%all%men%so%that%by%all%possible%means%
I%might%save%some.”% (1%Corinthians%9:22)% % % %The% issue%over%women%in%
chapter%11%then%becomes%one%of%giving%up%freedom%for%the%sake%of%win3
ning%over%others.% % Corinth% is% a% large%and% religiously%diverse% city% and%
the%Christians%who%live%there%are%in%the%midst%of%]iguring%out%how%to%be%
faithful%to%God%while%upholding%their%credibility%in%their%society%so%that%
they%“might%save%some.”% % %Paul%describes%how%he%gives%up%his%own%free3
doms% in% the% entire% chapter% of% 1% Corinthians% 9.% % He% describes% how,%
“though%I%am%free%and%belong%to%no%man,%I%make%myself%a%slave%to%every9
one,%to%win%as%many%as%possible”%(1%Cor.%9:19).

In% the%church% in%Corinth,% the%women%are%clearly%practicing% their% free3
doms% in%Christ%as% they%have%been%gifted.% %As%Paul%addresses% the%role%
that% women% are% playing% in% the% gathered% church% he% assumes% the%
women%are%praying%and%prophesying%(11:5).% %As%Blomberg%points%out,%
they%are%practicing%the%freedom%given%them%at%Pentecost%in%Acts%2:18%
in%which%both%“men%and%women”%will%receive%the%Spirit%and%the%gift%of%
prophecy.%7% %This%is%not%the%problem.%%The%real%issue%at%stake%is%the%im3
pact%that%this%exercise%of%freedom%is%having%on%the%church%and%the%sur3
rounding%community.% %Like%1%Timothy%2,%the%context%is%also%rooted%in%
prayer.%%It%is%interesting%that%Paul%]irst%addresses%the%males%about%their%
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head% coverings% and% then% the% women% about% theirs.% % Men% are% not% to%
wear%head%coverings%while%praying%and%prophesying%while%women%are%
to%wear%them%(11:435).

One%of%the%key%issues%of%debate%here%is%Paul’s%double%use%of%the%word%
“head.”% %He%chooses% the%Greek%word%kephale% to%describe% the%physical%
head%that%is%to%be%covered%when%women%pray%and%prophesy%and%then%
also%to%describe%the%relationship%between%Jesus%and%God%and%man%and%
woman%(11:233).%While%there% is%debate%over%the%usage%of%kephale,%Co3
hick% connects% kephale% to% Philippians% 2:5% to% show% that% Christ% is% a%
“form”%of%God% thus% showing%mutuality% rather% than%subordination.% %8%
This%re]lects%then%a%mutual%relationship%between%male%and%female.

There%is%also%debate%over%Paul’s%use%of%“man”%and%“woman”%(11:3316)%
because%he%typically%uses%aner%(man)%and%gune%(woman)%to%mean%hus3
band%and%wife.%9%The%NRSV%translates%verse%3%as%“husband%and%wife”%
to%refer%to%headship%in%marriage.%%Paul%is%clearly%addressing%some%kind%
of%cultural% issue% in%which%he%wants%women%perhaps%to%avoid% looking%
like%sophists% ,% adulteresses,%or%pagan%prophetesses.%10% In% this%discus3
sion% however,% Paul% describes% a% woman% as% being% the% expression% of%
man’s% glory% in% the% same%way% a%man% is% the% expression%of%God’s% glory%
(11:7).% %If%woman%is%truly%the%glory%of%man,%she%should%be%seen%as%a%vi3
tal%part%of%the%expression%of% %the%harmony%between%man%and%woman%
as%has%been%mentioned%earlier.% %Once%again% the% implication%seems%to%
be% that% God’s% glory% is% re]lected% fully% in% the% harmony% of% male% and%
female.% %This%harmony%is%emphasized%by%Paul%as%he%reminds%male%and%
female%that%“in%the%Lord%woman%is%not%independent%of%man,%nor%is%man%
independent%of%woman% (11:11).”% %He% seems% to%put%both%male%and% fe3
male%on%an%equal%ground%further%by%stating,%“woman%came%from%man,%
so%also%a%man%is%born%of%a%woman%“(11:12).

Paul% is%emphasizing%equal%responsibility%here%for%male%and%female%to%
avoid%shaming%themselves%for%the%sake%of%those%who%may%be%offended%
in%Corinth.% %This%is%clearly%cultural.% %Paul%would%have%known%that%even%
within%Judaism%long%hair%was%not%necessarily%a%disgrace%because%those%
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under%a%Nazirite%view%were%even%forbidden%from%cutting%their%hair.%%11%
% This% shows% that% Paul’s% concern% for%women’s% head% coverings%would%
equally%be%cultural.% %The%result% is% that%Paul% is% laying%out% instructions%
for%male%and%female%by%applying%a%combination%of%theological%and%con3
textual%arguments.% %Keener%emphasizes% this% in% re]lecting%on% the%dif]i3
cult% reference% Paul%makes% to% angels% (11:10)% by% stating% “woman’s% fu3
ture%authority%over%angels%should%motivate%them%to%use%properly%their%
authority% over% their% heads% now.”% 12% He% goes% on% to% connect% this% to%
authority% and% how% Paul% is% asking%women% to% give% up% their% authority%
much%like%he%has%done%“for%the%common%good.”%13

Paul%revisits%the%role%of%women%again%in%1%Corinthians%14:34335%when%
he% once% again% calls% upon% them% to% “remain% silent% in% the% churches”%
(14:34).% % %Keener%points%out%how%this% is% intended%to%keep%Christians%
from%losing%credibility%and%avoiding%con]lict% in%the%Roman%and%Greek%
cultures%who,%especially%Greek,%often%looked%down%upon%women%speak3
ing%at%public%gatherings.%14% %As%Blomberg%rightly%observes%Paul%once%
again% uses% the% same% rationale% as% he% does% in% chapter% 11% which% are%
threefold:% %“cultural%disgrace,”%“the%universal%practice%of%the%churches%
in%Paul’s%day,”%and%“an%appeal%to%creation%order.”%15% %Clearly%there%are%
things% that% are% disgraceful% in% some% cultures% and% not% in% others.% % Be3
cause% women% speaking% publicly% is% disgraceful% in% Corinth,% Paul% in3
structs% Christian% women% in% Corinth% to% speak% openly% in% their% own%
homes%rather%than%in%the%public%house%church%gathering%(14:35).%%This%
in%no%way%limits%the%expression%of%God’s%work%in%women%because%a%few%
verses%later%Paul%instructs%both%“brothers%and%sisters”%to%be%“eager%to%
prophesy”% (14:39).% % Instead% Paul% is% stating% that,% as% Campolo% puts% it,%%
“domestic%problems%should%be%dealt%with%in%private,%and%that%women%
should% not% with% unseemly% behavior% abuse% the% liberties% they% had%
gained%through%Christ.”%16

I%would%argue%that%the%implications%of%a%study%of%the%context%of%1%Corin3
thians%11%&%14%on%gender%in%ministry%are%extremely%challenging%to%the%
current%culture%within%the%church%today.%%Roles%have%very%interestingly%
reversed%in%21st%century%America%between%the%culture%and%the%church%
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from%what%they%once%were%between%the%church%and%the%city%of%Corinth.%%
When% it% comes% to% gender% inclusion% the% church%has% in% some%ways%be3
come%like%the%city%of%Corinth%as%it%has%similarly%not%been%comfortable%
with%women%leading.%%Meanwhile%the%outside%American%culture%has%be3
come%more%and%more%inclusive%in%allowing%women%to%lead.% % %Unfortu3
nately,%the%two%seem%to%be%moving%in%opposite%directions.% %If%we%were%
to%apply%the%same%logic%that%Paul%employs%to%the%Corinthian%church%we%
would%end%up%drawing%the%exact%opposite%conclusion.%%%Paul%is%limiting%
the%roles%of%women%in%order%to%keep%the%church’s%voice%relevant%to%the%
outside%world% “to% win% as%many% as% possible.”% % % If% he% were%writing% to%
American% churches% today,% it% seems% he% would% be% expanding% roles%
within%the%church%in%order%to%keep%from%alienating%itself%from%the%sur3
rounding%culture.%%American%culture%has%become%less%and%less%tolerant%
of%communities% that%seek% to%be%exclusive%and%who%are%oppressive%on%
the%basis%of%gender,%race,%or%ethnicity.% %Therefore%the%church%has%set%it3
self%up%in%opposition%to%its%surrounding%culture%and%has%in%many%ways%
begun%to%lose%its%voice.%%

What%would%Paul%say%should%be%done%to%“be%all% things%to%all%men?”% % I%
would%argue%that%he%would%emphasize%letting%go%of%our%traditional%in3
terpretations%and%allow%women%the%same%freedoms%they%experience%in%
the% culture% around% them.% % Obviously% the% challenge% here% is% to% deter3
mine%any%places%where%the%world’s%expression%of%freedom%for%male%or%
female%might%collide%with%the%truths%of%God’s%Word.% % %This%will%take%a%
tremendous% amount% of% prayer,% wisdom,% and% dependence% upon% the%
Holy% Spirit% but% a% church%who% does% so% can% trust% that% God%will% reveal%
how%to%navigate%through%all%of%these%complexities.

In%addition,%women%must%be%allowed%to%use%their%spiritual%gifts%or%they%
are%not%being%allowed%to%express%themselves%in%the%very%way%they%have%
been%designed%by%God.% %Spiritual%gifts%are%not%gender%dependent.% %As%
Mickelson% points% out,% “[Paul]% never% indicates% that% some% gifts% are% for%
men%and%other%gifts%for%women.”%17%When%the%church%limits%the%role%of%
women% today,% it% also% limits% the%work%of%God%and% the%Holy%Spirit’s% ex3
pression%of%gifts%that%are%designed%to%strengthen,%encourage,%nurture,%
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and%lead%within%the%church.% %We%can%only%wonder%how%much%stronger%
and%more%effective%the%church%could%be%if%all%members,%both%male%and%
female,%were%operating%out%of%the%full%expression%of%giftedness%given%to%
them%by%God.% % It% is%time%for%the%church%to%remove%the%shackles%it%has%
placed%not%just%on%women%but%also%on%the%Godhead%by%“quenching%the%
Spirit”%(1%Thess.%5:19).% %When%this%happens,%true%freedom%can%be%expe3
rienced%both% for% the%sake%of% the%church% itself%and% for% the%sake%of% the%
surrounding%community.
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C H A P T E R  4

The Larger Story

If%Paul’s%writings%about%women%are%determined%to%be%situational%then%
it%is%vital%to%look%at%women’s%roles%through%the%eyes%of%Jesus.% % %The%Gos3
pels%show%Jesus% including%women% in%his%ministry,%being%supported%by%
women,%and%even%operating%as%a%teacher%to%them%in%the%same%way%he%
would%disciple%men.%%%We%begin%with%inclusion.%%There%is%not%room%here%
to%detail%all%of%the%places%where%Jesus%includes%women%but%he%includes%
even% in% extreme% settings%with%women%who%would% be% considered%un9
worthy% (the% Samaritan% woman% in% John% 4),% outcast% (the% adulteress%
woman%in%John%8),%and%neglected%(the%Syrophoenician%woman%in%Mark%
7).%%

Jesus% had% no% problem% accepting% the% support% of% women% who% even%
funded%his%ministry% as% is% seen% in% Luke%8:134% as% Joanna% and% Susanna%
use%“their%own%means”% to%provide%for%him.% % In%Luke%10:38342%we%]ind%
perhaps% the%most% compelling% evidence% of% how%much% Jesus% includes%
woman%when%he%visits%the%home%of%Mary%and%Martha.%%

As% Spangler% and% Tverberg% point% out,% Mary% is% described% as% one%who%
“sat%at%the%Lord’s%feet”%(10:39),%a%Jewish%idiom%that%described%a%disciple%
who%would% go% to% his% Rabbi% and% “sit% at% his% feet.”%18% Rabbis% typically%
only% took%males% to%be% their%disciples.% %Although%we% typically%have% fo3
cused% on% 12%male% disciples,% Jesus’% inclusion% of%Mary,% and% the% “many%
women”% who% are% described% as% following% him% in% Matthew% 27:55356,%
shows%that%he%did%not%distinguish%based%upon%gender.
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The%Gospel% story% goes% further% to% describe%how%women% are% the% ones%
who%are%with%Jesus%at%the%cross%(Luke%23:27)%when%his%male%disciples%
have%abandoned%him%and%are%]irst%to%know%about%and%proclaim%the%res3
urrection%(Luke%24:1312)%as%what%Mickelson%calls%“the%]irst%evangelists%
listed%in%the%Gospels.”%19%%%

As% the%story%continues% into% the%early%church,% the%book%of%Acts%contin3
ues% to% show% the% roles% that%women%played% in% the%early% church.% %Luke%
takes%the%guesswork%out%of%whether%or%not%women%were%disciples%by%
including%the%story%of%Tabitha%who%is%directly%referred%to%as%a%not%only%
a%disciple%but%a%supreme%example%of%a%disciple%“who%was%always%doing%
good%and%helping%the%poor”%(Acts%9:36).

Finally,%we%get% to%Paul%who%not%only%extensively% included%women%but%
also%shows%them%as%equals%to%men%in%positions%of%leadership%as%is%dis3
played% in% Romans% 16% where% we% see% women% listed.% % As% Mickelson%
shows,%“in%no%instance%is%a%man%mentioned%by%name%for%a%church%of]ice%
that% does% not% also% include% women% named% for% that% same% of]ice.”% 20%
These%women%not%only%assist,%they%lead%as%is%seen%in%the%way%they%are%
described%as%deacons%(Phoebe%in%Rom.%16:1)%and%as%active%in%teaching%
even%men%(Priscilla%in%Acts%18:26).% %As%Osiek%and%MacDonald%describe%
well,%they%play%an%even%bigger%role%in%the%early%church%in%that%they%typi3
cally%host%the%house%churches%and%serve%as%patrons%in%the%life%of%those%
house%churches.%21

In% zooming% out% further% for% perspective,% we%must% also% look% at% God’s%
view%of%the%roles%of%women%in%the%Old%Testament.% %Without%examining%
the%details%of%the%numerous%stories%of%God’s%working%with%and%through%
the%feminine%nature,%we%can%clearly%conclude%that%God%did%not%limit%his%
work%in%the%world%to%men.% % %As%Rebecca%Idestrom%describes%so%well%in%
her%work,%God%appointed%people%like%Deborah%to%lead%his%chosen%peo3
ple%in%displaying%his%glory%to%the%rest%of%the%world%and%in%preparing%the%
world%for%a%Messiah.%22%That%Messiah%would%choose%to%enter%the%world%
through% the%womb% of% a%woman,% surround% himself% with%women,% call%
women%into%ministry,%equip%them,%and%then%send%them%out%as%“agents%
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of%expansion”%of%God’s%Kingdom%into%the%world%of%the%early%church.%%23%
God%would%then%choose%to%work%with%and%through%women%throughout%
history%to%display%his%glory.% % %As%Cheryl%Sanders%has%helps%us%see,%that%
work%has%become%even%more%bold%in%the%last%200%years%and%has%contin3
ued%into%our%modern%day%setting.%%24

If% God% has% worked% and% continues% to% work% in% this% way,% why% has% the%
church% today% failed% to% see% the% splendor% in% the%grand%narrative%of%his%
use%of%male%and%female%in%harmony?%%If%the%church%is%founded%and%cen3
tered%upon%Jesus%Christ,%why%has%it%failed%to%see%the%lengths%to%which%
he%went%to%break%down%the%barriers%of%even%gender?% %It%is%time%for%the%
church%to%take%a%fresh%yet%ancient% look%at%gender%roles% in%ministry% in%
the%life%of%the%Kingdom%of%God%both%then%and%today.%%

As%Elaine%Heath%suggests,%perhaps%the%church%needs%some%time%in%the%
wilderness%to%begin%to%]igure%out%how%to%“surrender%the%‘spiritually%re3
ligious%self,’%religious%views,%old%ways,%thought%patterns,%and%activities%
that%have%become%idolatrous%substitutes%for%God%in%and%of%themselves.”%
25% Perhaps% in% the% wilderness% we% might% learn% to% journey% together%
again%as%male%and%female%in%harmony%and%]ind%ourselves%once%again%in%
a%present%reality%of% the%Garden%of%Eden%where%male%and%female%once%
walked%with%God%and%harmoniously%and%intimately%displayed%and%em3
bodied%his%truest%glory.
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For Further Study

Bailey, Kenneth. Jesus Through Middle Eastern Eyes: Cultural Studies in 
the Gospels. Surrey: IVP Academic, 2007.

	 Bailey uses his forty years of  experience living, teaching, and studying in the Middle East to help 
us to see Jesus as a Jewish rabbi through the lens of  the culture and context of  the 1st century world.  
An entire section of  the book is devoted to Jesus’ interaction and inclusion of  women.  The section in-
cludes cultural clues into understanding both the women Jesus directly encountered and his usage of  
women in parables (for example - The Parable of  the Woman and the Judge).  

Barton, Mukti. "Gender-bender God: masculine or feminine?." Black The-
ology 7, no. 2 	 (August 1, 2009): 142-166. 

	 This article challenges the traditional masculine image of  God by asking 	 questions of  	
how gender and divinity are related.  The author seeks to show how 	 the essence of  God 	 tran-
scends gender while also balancing the typical male 	 images of  God with the female images of  God.

Batten, Alicia. "Neither gold nor braided hair (1 Timothy 2.9; 1 Peter 3.3): 
adornment, 	gender and honour in antiquity." New Testament Studies 55, 
no. 4 (October 1, 	2009): 484-501. 	

	 In this article, Batten uses her experience as a professor at Pacific Lutheran 	 University to exam-
ine the interrelationship between 1 Timothy 2:9 and 1 Peter 	 3:3 as they relate to Paul and Peter’s 
writings on the dress of  women.  Batten shows that women who adorned themselves may have done so 
to show their status, honor, and economic power in society.  This gives insight into Paul and Peter in-
struct women to avoid such things.
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Beck, James, and Craig Blomberg. Two Views on Women in Ministry. 
Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing Company, 2005.

	 The authors seek to show both sides of  the Egalitarian and Complementarian views of  women’s 
roles in the church.  The authors also include contributions by Linda Belleville and Craig S. Kenner for 
a combined four essays on these views.  These essays are followed by a series of  questions and answers.

Bristow, John T.. What Paul Really Said About Women: The Apostle's Liber-
ating Views on Equality in Marriage, Leadership, and Love. New York: 
Harperone, 1991.

	 Bristow seeks to recover the meaning behind Paul’s teachings about women in the church by exam-
ining key topics in their cultural context.  Bristow examines how we got the idea that women are infe-
rior to men.  He also tackles the roles of  husbands and wives, dress and hairstyles of  women, and celi-
bacy to help us see the original meaning of  Paul’s words on these matters.

Campolo, Tony, and Brian D. Mclaren. "Women In Ministry." In Adven-
tures in Missing the Point: How the Culture-Controlled Church Neutered 
the Gospel, 128-139. Grand Rapids: Zondervan/Youth Specialties, 2006.

	 Campolo and McLaren bring an “emergent” view to the discussion on the church 	 and include a 
chapter on women in ministry.  The book presents a series of  	 topics in which the modern church has 
“missed the point.”  Tony Campolo directly 	 confronts the issue of  ordaining women and McLaren 
offers a response.  

Collett, Jessica L., and Omar Lizardo. "A power-control theory of  gender 
and religiosity." 	Journal for the Scientific Study of  Religion 48, no. 2 (June 
1, 2009): 213-231. 	

	 This articles approaches the gender in ministry issue from a physiological 	 standpoint to show 
that in studies women are more religious than men.  This is 	 an interesting study because it offers a 
different angle than simply the theological 	 one to show gender differences by focusing on power and 
control and how that 	 relates to religiosity.  The results find that women raised by highly educated 
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mothers are less religious than women raised by mothers with a low level of  education.  At the same 
time, this factor shows little effect on men.

Cunningham, Loren, and David Joel Hamilton. Why Not Women : A Bibli-
cal Study of  Women in Missions, Ministry, and Leadership. Seattle, WA: Y 
W A M Pub, 2000.

	 The authors use their experience as teachers and missionaries to address how the issue of  women 
in the church has caused great division in homes, churches, communities, and societies.   They argue that 
many views of  women quench the Holy Spirit and find themselves in direct opposition of  truth found in 
Scripture. 

Eldredge, John, and Stasi Eldredge. Captivating: Unveiling the Mystery of  
a Woman's Soul. Rev Upd ed. Waco, TX: Thomas Nelson, 2010.

	 This is a best-selling, non-academic but well written book designed to help women discover the 
true beauty of  their feminine nature.  The Eldredges’ uses Scripture and story to help women be what 
they are designed to be in their unique image and expression of  God.  The book is helpful in showing 
and affirming that the feminine nature is a vitally important expression of  God to the world.

Foster, Rachel Ann, and Renée L. Babcock. "God as a man versus God as a 
woman: 	 perceiving God as a function of  the gender of  God and the gen-
der of  the 	 participant." International Journal for the Psychology of  Re-
ligion 11, no. 2 	 (January 1, 2001): 93-104. 

	 This psychological study explores the roles of  gender as they relate to male and 	 female views 
of  God.  The study asked a group of  undergraduate students to 	write fictitious encounters with a male 
oriented God or a female oriented God.  	 This article examines the results and shows how gender 
shapes a person’s view 	of  God. 
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Grady, J. Lee. 10 Lies the Church Tells Women: How the Bible Has Been 
Misused to Keep Women in Spiritual Bondage. New York: Charisma 
House, 2006.

	 As an ordained minister, editor, and journalist, Grady directly confronts the modern church’s view 
of  women’s roles.  He shows how Jesus intentionally reached out to women and directly discipled them.  
He also examines the traditional view of  Proverbs 31 to show how this chapter has often been misused 
to oppress women.

	

Grenz, Stanley J., and Denise Muir Kjesbo. Women in the Church: A Bibli-
cal Theology of  Women in Ministry. Downers Grove, IL: InterVarsity 
Press, 1995.

	 The authors use their experience as scholars to offer a detailed theological and historical study of  
women’s roles in the church.  They conclude that Scripture and theology insist that women should  be 
permitted to fully partner with men in the leadership of   the church.  

Grenz, Stanley J.. Rediscovering the Triune God: The Trinity in Contempo-
rary Theology. Minneapolis: Augsburg Fortress Publishers, 2004.

	 Grenz’s uses the studies of  those from Barth and Rahner to modern day 	 theologians such as 
Elizabeth Johnson to reflect the history of  trinitarian 	 theology.  This helps the reader to see the 
interconnectedness and roles of  	 each part of  the Triune God.  This is helpful in gender roles be-
cause the 	 interactivity of  both 	 male and female aspects of  the Trinity can help us see how 	
God is expressed most fully in the harmony of  male and female.  Especially 	helpful is his reflection on 
Elizabeth Johnson’s  contribution of  “The Trinity as 	 Sophia” which explores the view of  an im-
manent Trinity and how that reflects a 	 feminine aspect of  God.

Griffin, Hayne P., and Thomas D. Lea. 1, 2 Timothy, Titus (New American 
Commentary). Nashville, Tennessee: B&H Publishing Group, 1992.

	 This commentary helps the reader understand further the complexities of  the 1 	 Timothy 2 
passage that has been constantly used in the debate over women’s 	roles in the church.  This commentary 
contributes insight especially into 2 Tim. 2:15 to show how the NIV translation obscures the subtle 
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connection Paul makes 	between Eve and “the women” in Ephesus.  Griffin and Lea present several 	
options for interpretation of  key parts of  this pericope in a helpful way and offer 	 specific excursuses  
on women in ministry by asking, “Is there a place for women in ministry?”  

Hicks, John Mark. “Privilege or Silence: Women in Churches of  Christ 
(1897-1907), Part I-V.” John Mark Hicks Ministries. First entry posted Janu-
ary 20, 2009. Privilege or Silence: Women in Churches of  Christ (1897-
1907), Part I-V.

	 In this five part blog, Dr. Hicks gives insight into the debates in the churches of  Christ at the be-
ginning of  the 20th century.  He shows what was agreed upon and what was not agreed upon between 
Churches of  Christ and Disciples of  Christ while also showing the views of  key leaders in both move-
ments.  This is helpful in showing how the debates over women’s roles have been shaped in churches of  
Christ today.

James, Carolyn Custis. Lost Women of  the Bible: The Women We Thought 
We Knew. Grand Rapids: Zondervan Publishing Company, 2008.

	 James takes a series of  women in the Bible and seeks to retell the stories in a 	way that has not 
been heard.  This is a helpful collection in seeing the roles these 	 women played in the Story of  God.  
It also also a helpful affirmation of  how God 	worked through these women in ways he may not have 
chosen to work through 	men.  This shows the unique roles these women had within their God-
appointed 	 gender.

Johnson, Elizabeth A.. She Who Is, 10th Anniversary Edition. 10 Anv ed. 
New York: Herder & Herder, 2002.

	 This popular book gives a voice and language to feminist theology.  Johnson uses her strong Ro-
man Catholic background to examine things like linguistics and the feminine imagery of  God in Scrip-
ture. The title of  the book itself  shows Johnson’s bold approach as it plays on Thomas Aquinas’ title 
for God, “He Who Is.”  In her book, Johnson seeks "to braid a footbridge between the ledges of  classi-
cal and feminist Christian wisdom.”
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Keener, Craig S. "Women's education and public speech in antiquity." Jour-
nal of  the 	 Evangelical Theological Society 50, no. 4 (December 1, 2007): 
747-759. 

	 This article studies the education of  women in the 1st century world.  Keener seeks to show how 
a lack of  education impacted the speaking roles of  women and how that impacts their roles within the 
early church.  This is a helpful insight into how education was viewed and experienced by women in 
the 1st Century.

Kimball, Dan. "The church is dominated by males and oppresses fe-
males." In They Like Jesus but Not the Church: Insights from Emerging 
Generations, 115-135. Grand Rapids, Michigan: Zondervan, 2007.

	 Kimball helps us see what people on the outside looking in think of  the church today.  A chapter 
in this book is devoted to showing how those outside the church see the modern day church as oppressive 
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of  women in the Bible.
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	 This is an article completely devoted to the implications of  the grammar of  Paul’s 	writing in Ga-
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